Abstract-Web service are the technology of a choice when developing business applications that needs to be loosely coupled, platform independent and capable to cross enterprise boundaries. The interactions that occur between web services need to be captured because such interactions would be very useful if captured using appropriate structures and analyzed for various purposes such as assessing the responsiveness of a web service to complete peer"s requests. Since the invocations of web services (WS) are dynamic, the behaviour of the WS will be dynamic depending on how the invocations discover, and get serviced by WSs. For this reason if the states of the behaviour of a WS can be captured and assessed, then tuning the WS and its performance improvement can be engineered at any stage. This work is presented in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Web service provides a standard means of communication between the different software applications giving the ability to access different services in a unified and in interoperable manner over the internet. Each service can offer various options for quality characteristics based on the technical specifications like performance, availability, reliability, scalability and so on.
They are basically termed as contracts in the context of web service applications which verifies the run time behaviour of the systems [2] . Any Web application requires interaction between the client and the server on multiple occasions to retrieve and submit data.
This requires page submission or navigation. Using Web Services, we can accomplish two things: avoid page submits and provide the ability to consume Web services [5] . Avoiding page refreshes enhances the browsing experience for the end user by making pages load faster.
The web service behaviour enables client-side script to invoke remote methods exposed by Web Services, or other Web servers, that support the SOAP and Web Services Description Language (WSDL). This behaviour provides developers the opportunity to use and leverage SOAP, without requiring expert knowledge of its implementation [4] . The web service behaviour supports the use of a wide variety of data types, including intrinsic SOAP data types, arrays, objects, and XML data [2] . The web service (WS) behaviour is implemented with an HTML Component (HTC) file as an attached behaviour, which can be used in Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 as well as in later versions.
Service Oriented Architecture(SOA) : Web services can be thought of as components that can be described , published, located and invoked over the internet and all these activities take place in run time. The functional architecture of web services is given in Fig. 1 . In order for web services to be able to work together these principles are integrated to be service oriented architecture (SOA) [7] . The SOA organizes the web services into three basic roles:
 Service Provider  Service Requester  Service Registry Service Implementation: There are two basic approaches to building a web service: building from scratch or provide a wrapper to an existing application or service so that it exposes a web service interface.
Publication: The web service description document written in WSDL where the document describes what the web service will do where it can be found and how to invoke it.
Discovery: Once the web service appears in registry any application can discover the service and therefore locate it.
Invocation: There are two steps in invoking the web service i.e. by using a simple object access protocol (SOAP) where the WSDL file downloaded contains the information needed to create a client using SOAP or the client creates a SOAP message describing what it wants the remote web service to do.
A. Motivation
With the advent of technology internet is becoming an essential component in every day"s life. The day to day activities which a common man needs like railway reservations, airline reservations, e-commerce, egovernance, e-learning and so many other services are just a click away. However, in the pool of web services, the invoker has not gained much clue to choose which, when, and why web-service to get better serviced.
To answer these questions, the invoking application or the end-user has to have a better knowledge on the behaviour of the web-service, in terms of its performance, functionality, its states and the final quality of service output [7] , [8] . In order to provide the invoker with better knowledge about the web-service, we have to provide it"s behaviour patterns. Thus we landed up in this work, to capture the runtime behaviour of web-services. This is possible because, in various scenarios a webservice may behave differently according to its nature of invocation, and will exhibit external behaviour states under each scenario of invocation [5] . These external behaviours are captured using the Finite State Machine principles, and are named as different states, based on its status quo, waiting, execution, completion states [18] . Hence this work on capturing the runtime behaviour of web-services.
B. Outline of the Work
Section II discusses the behaviour analysis of the web service (WS) in relevance to the states. In section III the architecture for capturing the behaviour of the WS is proposed and some results of preliminary experiments conducted. Section IV presents main experimental work and the results, following the conclusion and future works in section V.
II. BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS
The captured behaviour of web servicers (WS) are used in many ways of analysis to build better strategies in WS design, tuning, and improved functionalities and performances [6] . The analysis we have opted is to build a knowledgebase (KB) of WS"s behaviour patterns with respect to time, infrastructure and resource utilization. The KB is then subject to interpret to take decisions or a feedback providing repository for opting to choose a WS.
There are four different kinds of behaviour in web services  Service behaviours enable the customization of the entire service"s run-time including the service host base [9] .  Endpoint behaviours enable the customization of service endpoints and their associated endpoint dispatcher [11] .  Contract behaviours enables the customization of both the client run time and dispatch run time in the client and service applications [14] .  An operation behaviour enables the customization of the client operation and dispatch operation classes again on the client and the service [6] .  Behaviour compatibility in web services can lead to the termination of a web services composition if they are not detected before the actual execution [11] .
These categories of behaviours address the aspects of WS from the WS developers" perception, from the service providers" perception and from the invoking application/service"s perception. In this work we have opted to
 Propose set of States and its Transitions for Web
Services and the checks that each state undertakes  Conduct preliminary experiments to understand the timer state, which will help assess the behaviour of WS with respect to time  Conduct a case-study, and evaluate the dynamic behavioural states of each invocation
The dynamic behaviour of Web services regarding the development of new services and constantly changing existing ones require a continuous evaluation process, leading to capture web service information with respect to their quality and performance evaluation [18] , [19] .
III. CAPTURING THE BEHAVIOUR USING FSM
In this work we have tried to identify the various aspects of a web service and categorizes these requirements into various states, which will be finite [1] . Based on the basic SOA, we have opted to propose different states of a web-service (WS) and its transition events and check. Using these states a state transition diagram can be prepared which helps us to find the various normal and the alternate flows while running a web application [9] . Thus the knowledge inferred from the above run time behaviour of the model can be treated as an intermediary before executing further applications.
A. Proposed System Architecture
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The overall objective of this work is to capture the behaviour of a WS and take that to a knowledgebase, which can infer dynamic decisions on the credibility and performance related issues of a WS. Fig. 2 ., shows the proposed system. 
Module 1:
In this module a sample web service has been developed using dotNet programming language. The demo application created is an e-commerce web site which allows a customer to login while entering the web site.
We have also tried to invoke different web-services from different service providers. Invoking them and analyzing their behaviour based on the timer state is an attempt to assess the run-time behaviour of WS. The preliminary experiments on WS with Timer State are presented in sub-section B.
Module 2: In this module, the run-time behaviour of the web-service is captured as collections of "state transitions". Each transitions are represented as states using FSM principles, which helped us to derive the necessary inferences.
Module 3: Using the Case Study we have taken in Module 1, the runtime behaviour is analyzed and concluded on inferences -which can help us determine the nature, performance and quality of the web-service under consideration. The case-study we have taken is an online banking portal. 
B. State Transition Diagram
Capturing web service behaviour: Web services are basically loose coupled system which is used for dynamic binding of services. Therefore for efficient run time execution it is necessary to identify both the normal and alternate flows. Hence we have used state transition diagrams which represent the various states for generalised web applications. The service provider publishes the web service (WS) in the UDDI registry. The service requester requests the service broker for the specified web service. The service broker responds to the client request with the details of the web service and the URL of the WS using WSDL file, if available in the UDDI. The requestor then binds to the service provider with the model key and the URL given by the broker.
Once the WS is bounded to the requester, and goes to the "D" state. This is the first state, where the WS has made its presence in the UDDI registry in the web. The server machine responds to the client machine with a response code. The state maintains the code of the server response and identifies the action accordingly. The agent checks with the hardware requirements of the client. The agent verifies the network speed of the system. After successful completion of check-1 through check-3, the WS goes to the next state, Invoked.
SP: Service Provider Monitoring Agent
I: Invoked State
Once the Check 3 is passed, the state of the webservice is changed to Invoked state. The invoke state has the following check states as show in Table 1 . Check to see whether a specific, relevant method is invoked, and proceed for input parameters checking, availability of cache memory allocated for this invoked service/method are sequentially made. If check 4 fails, then the WS is pushed to the previous state SP. Check for the client system error Check 4
Check for the method invoked Check 5
Check for the input parameters Check 6
Check the technologies used Check 7
Internal cache memory Check 8
Check for the conversation id if any Check 9
Check for the idempotent links if any A web-service is said to be in a running state when has become a running instance after passing out all the nine checks that are given in table 1.Once the task gets finished it goes to the halt state (H). The WS goes to the TF state if it encounters any runtime technical failures. This running state uses the resources allotted to it for execution. While in execution if a web-service runs of resources, memory out-run, network not-found, or invalid input parameters-then the web-service goes to TF state, and returns the control to the calling function or page
TF: Technical Fault State
A running instance of WS may get into the technical faults (TF) state because of the following reasons:
The total time taken = time spent on the state + the transition time between the states.
Time spent on the state: this includes execution time + invoking other services/resources Timer state is kept at the end because it gives the results of the time taken by the WS to complete its functions right from invocation to termination.
C. Preliminary Experiments
Some preliminary experiments were conducted to validate the Timer State (T). The results authenticate that the Time (t) spent by the WS will have a say on its behaviour on the time complexity. However, calculating time complexity is out-of-scope of this work, and we tried to check the "time taken" as a whole factor.
We considered to invoke four difference Web-services (WS), and invoked them in 10 iterations, with different sets of input. We could see differences in the time taken for each iteration. The WSs are from two different service provider "webservicex.net" and "servicerepository.com". The experiments objective is to calculate the time spent by the service to serve the request. We invoked each of the services separately in 10 iterations with different inputs each time. Each iteration recorded different time duration in milliseconds spent by the web-service in finishing the tasks. The results are shown in Tables 2,  Table 3, Table 4 , and Table 5 . This bank has implemented all its services using SOAP based web services for NEFT and RTGS interbank fund transfer.
User Registration: The user registration has been implemented in such a way that username and ID are associated with a unique PAN card number. A successful registration would create a unique account for the customer.
A. Application of the States in the Case Study
Step 1. Discovered State:
Input: Request to the UDDI server to get details for Altius Bank.
Step 2 SP-Service provider monitoring check Input : a mouse click on the link if the discovered state is successful.
Operations : It will check for the following response codes if the server didn"t respond
Output: Choose the list of services you want to avail. The network speed should be 56.6kbps Check 3
Client system error Check 4
Check the method invoked e.g. createAccountRequest() method is used while creating an account Check 5
Check for the input parameters i.e to enter the user details while creating an application Check 6 Not needed in all applications Check 7
 In order to use internet banking services we need to enable the java script.  To access some parts of the website it is necessary to install an adobe flash player.  For printing PDF documents the system needs to have adobe reader installed.  Session cookies are security features one of the information used to ensure that some part of the information is confidential.  SSL(secure socket layer) must be enabled. check 8 Checking the internal cache configurations and a minimum 512MB RAM is required.
Step 3
This invoked state tries to establish a proxy connection with the bank server. Once the request is accepted the invoking agent checks whether the client system is compatible with the application requirements.
Output: Once the metrics are checked the service is ready to be invoked. In this case the user tries to invoke the create account service and the interbank fund transfer.
Step  For security reasons access to internet banking has been interrupted.  Request could not be completed because of server problems.  Site can be slow sometimes if too many users are trying to access the the site at the same time.  If the client card number is entered incorrectly.  Make sure that the client is logged in properly.  Session timed out.  Successful finished the running instance.
B. Inter Bank Funds Transfer
The funds that is transferred between the banks is through ACH-NEFT/RTGS. The method that implements the interbank transfer service is transferFundsInterBank().When the operation is invoked by the user the bank checks for the available balance and invokes the initiate Transfer() web services. Now when the bank invokes the execute Transfer() web service. This happens for NEFT transfers which will enable the target bank to know that the transfer of funds process is initiated. As the parameters are passed on to this method contains the details of the transferee the target bank after doing due diligence will return the status of the funds transfer. If there are issues at this point of the transaction the system records this as "failed transaction". Subsequently when the update_status() is invoked with the status as "success" the balance is updated in the respective account. Requests Req 1 , Req 2 upto Req n , are trying to invoke the fund transfer WS of Aliuis Bank. Fig. 9 shows the cluster of requests waiting, and possible behaviour paths the WS would take. We created test requests to the WS to transfer fund to our own account and two other accounts of our colleagues of different banks, and found out each request service have different behaviour patterns. Each of the transaction at different states is tied to a timer state through which we were able to estimate the time spent (in secs) by the WS on that state. A simple experiment conducted on the time spent by each request on the WS in each of the states has given some insights into the run-time behaviour of the WS of Altius Bank"s Fund Transfer. We had the set the timer expiry to 1.000s
Observations: Whenever there was an error through TF or due to some other reasons, the timer expires and the WS moves on to the next state omitting the transaction details. In Req2, from SP to TF state, total time spent is 1.02, but with failed fund transfer. Req1 and Req4 has successful fund transfer with total amount spent 0.400 and 1.506 secs respectively. Other WS have failed due to TF or have returned back to the caller application due to some recursive events.
This initial work on capturing the runtime behaviour of the WS using Finite States has helped us to assess the time spent by WS is different for different requests or calls. Similarly other runtime attributes can also be estimated and a knowledgebase could be created on this, so as to decide which type of requests will be preferred by the calling applications.
V. CONCLUSION Web services are everywhere, and their dynamisms are tremendous. Every call to WS results in various landing pages with success messages or failure/error messages. Which WS is preferred for my call? This can be answered by knowing the behaviour of web-services in detail. In this work we have proposed an architecture on capturing the run-time behaviour of a WS, and this answers which WS to prefer based on the organization"s requirement [17] . A finite set of states are identified which depicts the behaviour of the WS during runtime. The state transition part is also validated using the Fund Transfer WS of Altius Bank. We conducted small experiments to find out the time spent by the WS on each of the states. Though the results are simple, it is convincing that this work will direct us to carry out more empirical works in this area.
